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Annual Outlook - A New Chapter
Savade Airsoft and Central Maine Airsoft Community will be open as of January 7, 2018. At least
one five-hour event will be hosted per month, with no admission prices. Savade Airsoft has
made it a mission to eliminate unnecessary playing costs. In 2018, we are looking to just be a
centralized area for players to come and enjoy the
sport on weekends.

Changes Since Last Season
Gameplay, field rules, boundaries, and many other
things have changed since last season. To note,
policies about field alteration have drastically
changed. Players will now have the chance to alter
the playing field; dig encampments, fortify locations,
and build patrol fortifications.

What does this mean for 2018?
A completely new and compact Field Guide will be
published to our now weekly-updated website.
Changes scheduled for 2018 will be detailed in the F
 ield Guide, including player expectations.
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Upgrade/Tech Work and Discounted Shopping through Savade
Savade Airsoft will still continue to perform upgrades and tech work on any weapon used at our
field. Pricing will be outlined in the F
 ield Guide. Discounted Shopping through Savade will also
continue, as some players find it either easier to order through Savade, or find it cheaper to order
through Savade. Coming soon in 2018 will be an online order submission form. Simply just fill
out your order online, and check out using PayPal! This feature will also be explained in our new
edition of the F
 ield Guide.

Overview and Conclusion
The short and sweet version?
-

NO ADMISSION COST

-

Weekly Website Updates

-

Online Store, Order Forms, and Payment

-

New Field Procedures and Gameplay

-

Updated Facilities - Charging Stations, $5 Uniform/Kit Rental, and $10 Weapon Rental

-

Swap-and-Sell gatherings pre-game

-

Community Video Footage Uploads: Contribute and be featured in our monthly video!

-

Online Event Sign Ups with Public Attendance Rosters

-

Online Event Calendar and Details to include Operation Overviews and TACOPS

-

More Event Theaters- Not just by the lake!

Here at Savade Airsoft and Central Maine Airsoft Community, we wish you a happy and safe
start to your New Year! Savade Airsoft would like to thank those who continue to make use of
our Area of Operation, as well as those who continue to support the game of airsoft with us.
Visit our website at www.savadeairsoft.com to find our Field Guide, and more information.
“See you on the field!”

Samuel E. Jamison

Savade Airsoft and Central Maine Airsoft Community (SACMAC) was established Memorial Weekend, 2016. Since then,
SACMAC has grown to be a community area of operations for airsoft players in the Central Maine community, as well as
across the state. Our goal is to spread the sport of airsoft and provide a place and the services required for events to
occur in our area. Without you, the player, we would not exist. To you, we thank you.

